An Ohio University Benefits from New Technology
and Innovation to Recreate a Historic Cupola
Written By KJ Fields

Every April at Baldwin Wallace University’s Bach Festival, approximately
six members of the university’s brass choir carry their instruments to the
cupola atop historic Marting Hall and perform from on high. The Berea,
Ohio, university’s ornate building tower offers an apt setting for the festival,
which symbolizes Baldwin Wallace’s commitment to artistic and academic
excellence. When the cupola’s paint started to peel, however, crews
discovered the tower’s cladding was deteriorating and the cupola needed
its own version of artistic talent to maintain the building’s character.
To obtain the profile of the original mouldings,
some of the PVC versions are a combination
of four or five different sheets put together
and then turned down. Custom-ground knives
were made for the moulder to match the
profiles before the pieces were sent through
the CNC machine. PHOTO: Versatex

Local building restoration company
American International Construction
had been working at the Baldwin
Wallace campus for more than a
decade and Bill Kerbusch, the
university’s director of buildings and
grounds, tasked the company with the
cupola’s restoration. “It turned out to
be a very intense project,” Kerbusch
says. “Every little piece up there had to
be refabricated to match the original.”

Designed by the firm of Cramer and Fugman, Marting Hall was dedicated
in 1897. The building is home to offices and classrooms for the history,
religion and English departments. The 13-foot 11-inch by 13-foot 11-inch
cupola’s construction was wood frame covered in thin galvanized tin. The
metal work was so intricate that Bill Perry, contractor and project manager
for American International Construction, says he had never seen anything
like it. “It was tremendous sheet-metal work,” Perry asserts. “These
craftsmen made mouldings by rounding flat sheet metal. Five different
pieces of metal were attached with 1-inch nails and then leaded together. It
was all flashed together perfectly. The detailing was incredible.”
The wood frame below the galvanized tin was in good condition but the
team knew it could not replicate the metal work. Exterior details could be
refabricated in wood but they would rot eventually, and the types of wood
that hold up best outdoors–Spanish cedar and mahogany–were very
expensive. PVC presented a unique solution. Recladding the wood frame
in PVC made the project financially feasible, and it would be virtually
impervious to the weather, offering long-term durability and low
maintenance.

Detailed Operation
Perry’s office undertook extensive research and located original photos
through the university, but neither the university archives nor the Library of
Congress had original drawings. To remain true to the historic profiles,
everything on the cupola had to be meticulously field measured. Perry
enlisted Bill Sandrock, owner and manager of Stratton Creek Wood Works,
Kinsman, Ohio, to help fabricate the job. Perry and Sandrock divided the
tasks and worked very closely together. American International
Construction undertook all the flat vertical and horizontal pieces that had to
fit seamlessly together, as well as the spires, and Stratton Creek Wood
Works fabricated the round mouldings, handrails, corbels and column
covers. Some of these pieces were slowly disassembled, taken to
Sandrock’s shop and recreated, while Perry kept others to verify and
change drawing
dimensions as pieces
were produced.
When the cupola’s paint
started to peel, crews
discovered the tower’s
cladding was deteriorating.
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The job demanded

exceptional attention to detail. For example, to obtain the profile of the
original mouldings, some of the PVC versions are a combination of four or
five different sheets put together and then turned down. Custom-ground
knives were made for the moulder to match the profiles before the pieces
were sent through the machine.
Accurate drawings were critical for proper duplication. “I painstakingly hand
drew each of my pieces in AutoCAD and sent them to the CNC [computer
numerical controlled] equipment,” Sandrock describes. “We did a lot of the
curved pieces on the CNC router because it allows us to do intricate work
that was once done by hand more cost-efficiently. Even with the help of
machines, the detailed millwork took us approximately 1,100 man-hours.”

Dimensional Quandary
Details were just one facet of the job. Getting exact dimensions was a
significant effort. The original sheet metal had a 1/100-inch thickness and
the PVC material was 3/4- to 1 1/2-inches thick. “That changes the depth
and height of the pieces, as well as all the intersections,” Perry says. “We
had to take that into account and glue the laminate pieces together to get
the right thickness for it to look like the original.”
To complicate matters, all the original metal pieces had been handhammered into shape, so each piece was unique. When one piece on the
cupola had a 5-inch detail and a corresponding piece measured only 4 1/2
inches, Perry and Sandrock would split the difference in their fabrications.
The cupola’s spires created a serious challenge. When the team removed
the spires’ flat metal cladding, it revealed a much more ornate “barbershop
pole” section that wasn’t replicated
during a prior renovation. Because the
spires were made of oak 2 by 4s with
sheet metal wrapped around them, it
would have been very difficult to radius
the oak pieces with PVC. Instead, Perry
purchased four, 20-foot pieces of 2-footdiameter PVC pipe for the bases. Then
Sandrock made the circular mouldings
for the spires.
Even with the help of machines, the detailed
millwork took approximately 1,100 man-hours.
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“I brought the mouldings back to the shop, routed grooves in the back side,
heated them and then bent them to fit that pipe,” Perry says. “You only get
to do that once to get the correct profile, and it was an extremely difficult
process.”
Once the mouldings cooled, Perry epoxied them onto the pipe and added
stainless-steel anchors. But the two left-hand and right-hand mouldings at
the bottom of the spires created the most daunting problem.
“The template for the bottom mouldings looked like a ‘J’ when laid flat and
included complex bends, radii, curves and miters like you can’t imagine. It
took me five attempts to get the templates right. By far, those were the
most difficult pieces to manufacture in the entire project,” Perry recalls.
The cupola’s historic copper shingle roof was retained. Although the
original spire caps were white-painted sheet metal, the university elected
to replace the tops of spires with copper caps to match the roof. Perry sent
drawings to Chris Industries Architectural Metal, Joliet, Ill. The firm
manufactured the finials, taper and bell and soldered it all together for a
perfect fit in the field.
Sandrock also replaced wood centers on the spindles and handrails–this
time with metal. “We put a square aluminum extruded bar in the center and
then glued PVC around it to create a square bar. Then we sent it to a CNC
lathe to turn them into round spindles and handrails to match our AutoCAD
drawing,” he explains.

Complicated Access
Accurate drawings were critical for proper
duplication. Many pieces were painstakingly
hand drawn in AutoCAD and sent to the CNC
router. PHOTO: Bill Perry

The cupola’s soffit elevation is 86-feet
high, and the team erected scaffolding
and wrapped the cupola in Visqueen to
prevent old lead-paint flakes from
falling onto campus during removal.
American International Construction
was concurrently performing an
adjacent renovation to historic campus

stairs and a third project to install geothermal wells was underway, making
the site highly congested. In addition, the extensive restoration lasted
through the school year, which added traffic from students, professors and
staff.
PVC becomes brittle in cold weather so the crews worked inside a
continually heated Visqueen envelope for months. To prevent cutting the
PVC apart during subsequent reroofs of Marting Hall, Perry made a 5 1/2inch removable moulding for access to the step-flashing. The team also
installed a new rubber membrane roof on the cupola floor along with
copper flashing. Marting Hall’s public visibility had the entire city of Berea
intently monitoring the effort. “So many people have thanked us for the
renovation,” Kerbusch says. “It was great to see it come to life in its original
form. Their amazing job upholds the heritage and traditional character of
the university.”

Materials
HIGH-DENSITY PVC FOR CUPOLA SURFACES, MOULDINGS,
SPIRES, CORBELS, HANDRAILS AND SPINDLES: Versatex
ROOF MEMBRANE: Firestone Building Products
COPPER FLASHING: Tru Form Metal Products Inc.	
  

